
Tutelage Educational Resources 

US Grade 8 Mathematics Scheme of Work 

1. Exponents and Scientific Notation
Estimated Lesson Time: 2-4 hours 

Aim: Simplify complex-looking exponential expressions, use standard form to describe, 
communicate, and operate with very large and very small numbers. 

● Recap exponents - review exponent notation; identify equivalent exponents;
investigate patterns of exponents

● Rules of exponents - learn rules of exponents and special exponents (adding
powers, subtracting powers, multiplying powers, dividing powers, roots as
exponents, negative exponents, ^1, ^0, 1^x etc.)

● Standard form and scientific notation - writing large and small numbers as powers of
10; converting to and from standard form; multiplying and dividing in standard form;
adding and subtracting in standard form

2. Solving One-Variable Equations
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Solve multi-step equations and inequalities, interpret solutions in context. 

● Simplifying equations - Learn how different expressions can be equivalent;
combining like terms; factorization; expanding brackets; verify equivalence using
substitution

● Analyze and solve equations - solve 1 step equations; solve multi-step equations by
keeping both sides balanced; solve equations with variables on both sides; classify
equations by number of solutions; use equations in real life situations (such as
developing a business plan and modeling break-even point)

● Analyze and solve inequalities - solve inequalities algebraically (variables on one
side); solve inequalities algebraically (variables on both sides); graph inequalities and
solve graphically; understand changing < and > when dividing by negative numbers
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3. Transformations and Angle Relationships
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Investigate congruence and similarity, study transformations of figures in the 
coordinate plane, apply transformations to discover new angle relationships. 

● Congruence and rigid transformations - Rigid transformations move shapes without
distorting them (reflection, translation, rotation); define congruence; use
transformations to determine congruence; perform sequences of transformations;
transformations of coordinate points

● Similarity and dilations (non-rigid transformations) - Dilations(enlargements) change
the size of the shape; understand importance of the scale factor and center of
enlargement; describe and perform dilations and other transformations; find missing
side lengths of similar shapes using scale factor and/or ratios

● Angle relationships - Review vertical, supplementary and complementary angles;
understand corresponding, alternate and co-interior angles in parallel lines; find
missing angles in parallel lines (numerically and using equations); demonstrate,
define and use interior angle theorem in triangles (expand to larger polygons if
suitable); demonstrate, define and use exterior angle theorem in triangles (expand to
larger polygons if suitable); angle-angle criterion for similar triangles; angles in
equilateral and isosceles triangles

4. Functions
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Represent, interpret, and analyze functions in various forms, understand features such 
as rates of change, initial values, and intervals of increase and decrease. 

● Defining functions - Define, describe and identify different functions
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● Representing and Interpreting functions - Represent functions with equations; read
inputs and outputs in graphs of functions; determine if graphs are functions; identify
properties of functions represented in graphs

● Comparing functions - Define and graph functions (linear and non-linear); identify
linear/non-linear functions from tables; compare different functions and graph them
on the same axes

● Drawing graphs of functions - Describe functions by analyzing graphs (using terms
like increasing, decreasing, linear, non-linear); sketch functions based off of
descriptions (qualitative and quantitative)

5. Linear Relationships
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim:  Compare proportional relationships, define and identify slope from various 
representations, graph linear equations in the coordinate plane, and write equations for 
linear relationships. 

● Proportional relationships - Represent proportional relationships as graphs
understand that the slope is the unit rate (k)

● Slope and graphing linear equations - Draw a graph of an equation using a table of
values; define slope (dy/dx) and determine its value from a graph; determine slope
from a pair of points; calculate slope of vertical and horizontal lines; understand the
concept of the y-intercept; draw graphs of equations using the form y=mx+c(or b)

● Deducing linear equations from graphs/points - Write equations based off of a
graph; write equations based off of the slope and one point; write equations based
off of two points; write equations for parallel and perpendicular lines; model real-life
situations using linear relationships

6. Systems of Linear Equations
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 
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Aim: Explore solving two linear equations simultaneously, investigate applications that can 
be modeled with systems of linear equations in two variables. 

● Solving simultaneous equations graphically - Define systems of equations and
solutions; demonstrate how to graphically represent and solve systems; classify
systems based off of the number of solutions (0,1, infinite); graphically solve real-life
questions using systems of equations

● Solving simultaneous equations algebraically - Solve linear systems using
substitution; solve linear systems using elimination; algebraically model and solve
real-life problems using linear systems

7. Pythagorean Theorem and Volume
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Irrational numbers, approximating square roots of non-perfect square numbers, 
investigate Pythagorean Theorem to solve for missing measures in right triangles. 

● Review irrational numbers and square roots - recap definition of irrational numbers;
calculate square roots; approximating irrational numbers; converting between
rational numbers and decimals

● Pythagoras - Introduce Pythagorean Theorem as relationship between sides of a
right angled triangle; demonstrate and understand proof of pythagoras; use
pythagoras to prove a triangle is right-angled; calculate missing hypotenuse;
calculate missing non-hypotenuse sides; use pythagoras to calculate distance
between points in the coordinate plane

● Volume and cube roots - define and calculate cube roots; calculate the volume of
spheres, cones, cylinders
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8. Bivariate Data
Estimated Lesson Time: 2-4 hours 

Aim: Combine knowledge of linear functions with knowledge of data representations and 
analysis, make the jump from univariate data to bivariate data. 

● Bivariate numerical data - Define bivariate data, scatter plots and correlation,
drawing lines of best fit, interpreting lines of best fit

● Bivariate categorical data - Using two-way tables to represent data, calculating
relative frequencies

Estimated Total Time: 24-48 hours 


